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Above photo, left to right: Eng. Ali Ibrahim Al Naimi, Saudi minister of petroleum and 

mineral resourses. Mr. Saad Abdulla Saad, ADC Managing Director – Administration. 

Mr. Mohammad Yousif Rafie, Chairman of the board of directors of ADC

Under the auspices of 

His Excellency Eng. Ali 

Ibrahim Al Naimi, Saudi 

minister of petroleum 

and mineral recourses, 

the Arabian Drilling 

Company celebrated 

its 50th anniversary on 

Wednesday 2nd April 

2014  at Al-Khobar.

T he Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is a forward 
looking country, which is rapidly expanding 
its economy, for example, by investing in 

‘economic cities’ around the country, notably King 
Abdullah Economic City (KAEC) on its western, 
or Red Sea coast. Saudi Arabia is still heavily 
dependent on oil whereby 90 percent of its gross 
national product comes from the country’s oil 
reserves. The factories and service industries 
being developed at KAEC and elsewhere will, 
the Saudis hope, give the country a diversified 
economy fit for the long term. Extensions to the 
harbour will place KAEC among the top ten of the 
world’s largest container ports. Hence the $100 
billion the state plans to spend over the next 25 
years in creating this brand new megacity will 
come from one source - oil.

The “hit” that the Saudi economy is taking 
from low hydrocarbon prices over the last year 
has been enormous. By the middle of 2014 
the country had foreign exchange reserves of 
$800 billion. It is estimated that if the price of 
crude stays low these the reserves could fall 
to $500 billion by 2016. Fortunately oil prices 
are already trending upwards and Saudi 
Arabia currently remains third in the world 
after China and Japan in terms of forex but 
it clearly needs to look after its one asset.

Oil exploration and extraction in Saudi Arabia 
is developed and managed by one single 
company, Saudi Aramco, which operates no 
fewer than 215 oil and gas rigs. Of these 32 are 

owned and managed by the Arabian Drilling 
Company (ADC). Established in 1964 ADC is 
a joint venture between the Industrialization 
& Energy Services Company (TAQA) of Saudi 
Arabia which owns 51 percent and Services 
Petroliers Schlumberger, the global leader in 
oilfield services, which owns the remaining 49 
percent. The post of Managing Director (MD) is 
shared by the partners. Saad Abdullah Al Saab, 
the MD for Administration, has been at ADC 
for 43 years, while Ihab Hussein Gueneid, a 
Schlumberger veteran with more than 30 years of 
experience in the oil industry who came into ADC 
in March 2014, is Operations Managing Director. 
While operations are clearly the province of the 
latter and governance that of the former, “we 

The Arabian Drilling 
Company (ADC) is 
the workhorse of 
Saudi Arabia’s oil 
and gas industry: 
it is poised for 
a new era of 
modernisation, 
expansion, 
diversification and 
transformation 
driven by 
Technology and  IT

http://www.arabdrill.com
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WHERE YOU NEED US,
WHEN YOU NEED US.
When drillers invest in capital equipment, they require a dedicated service 

provider to support them for the life of their equipment. Cameron solves the 

unique service challenges of our drilling customers through an integrated, 

comprehensive, global approach. It’s what we call Full Life Cycle Support.

Integrated Approach to Engineering

We provide thoughtful solutions to your challenges. Our technical experts 

collaborate with customers to design drilling equipment and packages tailored 

to specific customer applications. 

Comprehensive Approach to Project Execution

We deliver solutions in a timely manner. Our project managers coordinate the 

entire project from engineering through installation and commissioning. 

Global, Holistic Approach to Optimizing the Life of Equipment

We support your drilling operation through the life of the field. Our competent, 

trained technicians throughout the world provide 24/7 support of your operation 

for greater efficiencies and cost savings.

Our global approach means a responsibility of excellent service not only to our 

customers, but also to the communities we operate in. We employ and invest in 

people from local regions throughout the world so that host countries build the 

skills needed to continue their oil and gas development. 

One example of this commitment is our Cameron Al-Rushaid joint venture facility 

in Saudi Arabia. With 15 years of experience supporting drilling operations in the 

Middle East, this facility offers repair, field service, and recertification capabilities 

for Cameron’s pressure control equipment. Focused on local employment and 

development, we are proud that more than half of this facility’s workforce comes 

from the local area. 

Where you need us, when you need us. Trust Cameron’s Full Life Cycle Support 

for drilling operations. For more information, email drillinginfo@c-a-m.com.

http://www.c-a-m.com
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“Our plan is 
to reach 60 
offshore and 
land-based 
rigs by 2017”
–  Mr. Ihab Hussein 

Gueneid - Managing 
Director - Operations

SUPPLIER PROFILE

CAMERON

Cameron International Corporation (Cameron) provides flow equipment 
products, systems and services to global oil, gas, and process 
industries through three business segments: Drilling and Production 
Systems (DPS), Valves & Measurement (V&M), and Process Systems 
(PS). The DPS segment includes businesses that provide systems 
and equipment used to drill, control pressures, and direct flows of oil 
and gas wells. The V&M segment includes businesses that provide 
valves and measurement systems primarily used to control, direct, 
and measure the flow of oil and gas as they are moved from individual 
wellheads through flow lines, gathering lines, and transmission 
systems to refineries, petrochemical plants, and industrial centers for 
processing. The PS segment includes standard and custom-engineered 
process packages for the separation and treatment of impurities 
in produced oil and gas, so they can meet product marketing and 
pipeline transmission requirements. The company works with drilling 
contractors, oil & gas producers, pipeline operators, and refiners. 

are two sides of the same coin” says Gueneid. 
Building over 50 years of experience, ADC 

provides its clients with safe and cost-effective 
drilling services through the combination of a 
well-motivated workforce led by a dedicated 
management team with the latest modern 
equipment and pioneering technology. ADC has 
adopted a very strict and serious policy in regard 
to quality, health, safety and the environment 
(QHSE), to the extent that this policy is considered 
the soul of the company’s operations; onshore, 
offshore and in its facilities, he emphasises. 

Back in 2014 ADC owned 20 rigs and 
employed 2,000 people. In little over a year 
that has increased to 32 rigs and 3,500 people. 
“Our plan is to reach 60 offshore and land-
based rigs by 2017,” he says. These are all 

Mr. Ihab Hussein Gueneid - 

Managing Director - Operations.

http://www.arabdrill.com
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© 2015 National Oilwell Varco | All Rights Reserved

Proud Partners with
Arabian Drilling Company

Visit us at nov.com/land and contact us at rig@nov.com 
to maximize your success in this challenging industry.

At National Oilwell Varco we have the people, 
capabilities and vision to serve the needs of a 
challenging and evolving industry.  With facilities 
strategically located in the Middle East, including 
Saudi Arabia, and all over the globe, we are here to 
help you succeed by providing local equipment and 
service requirements. We work side-by-side with 
Arabian Drilling Company as part of their strategic 
growth plan and look forward to continuing our 
partnership with them now and in the future.

RIG Land ME2000 Designed to Perform D392006110-MKT-001 ADC 05-29-2015.indd   1 6/4/2015   8:42:27 AM

new-build rigs and custom designed by top rig 
builders such as NOV, Drillmec, and Keppel. 
This way they are guaranteed to meet the 
needs of ADC’s sole clients, Aramco and Al 
Khafji Joint Operations (KJO), Aramco’s joint 
venture with Kuwait Oil Company (KOC) in the 
shared territory between the two countries. 

ADC has two offshore rigs and two 
multipurpose vessels, supported by a highly 
qualified and experienced staff with KJO in 
what is called the ‘divided’ region, the resources 
from which are shared equally between Kuwait 
and Saudi Arabia. As drilling activity picks up 
the company hopes to expand its footprint 
in Kuwait, and is starting to tender for direct 
contracts with KOC. It might not provide a 
huge level of diversification, but Ihab Gueneid 
is very keen indeed to give his personnel the 
opportunity to work in different international 
environments. Working with different clients and 
under varying conditions, he says, gives them 
a more rounded approach to the customer and 
extends their training opportunities and skills.

An element of diversification would enhance, 
not dilute, the level of service ADC offers to 
Aramco. One of ADC’s greatest strengths is the 
diversity of its workforce, where they recruit and 
train a multi-national workforce from more than 30 
countries worldwide working together and sharing 
common objectives. Continuing commitment to 
hire, train and retain a skilled base of local talent 
was reflected in a Saudisation rate of 70 percent 
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ADC opperates 32 

rigs and manages 

3,500 people

http://nov.vom/land
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ADC has set a 

financial target 

for 2017 to grow 

by more than 

$1.0 billion

considering a total workforce of 3,500 employees.
So Saudi Aramco shall always be the principal 

focus of ADC. Saudi Aramco has grown its 
fleet at an accelerated rate. In 2012 Aramco 
had 142 oil and gas rigs, today it has 215, and 
if hydrocarbon prices continue to recover this 
could go up to 250 by next year. Regionally the 
same thing is happening, Gueneid points out. 
Kuwait already has more than 90, but plans to 
grow to 180. All this naturally depends on global 
oil prices, but it illustrates an exciting and dynamic 
market for an oilfield services company like 
Schlumberger, and a drilling contractor like ADC. 

Schlumberger’s involvement with ADC 
makes sense – after all, the oil or gas rig is the 
platform for all the services that bring value to 
the operation. But growth at ADC is not merely 

† Mark of M-I L.L.C.

The perfect fit
Whatever your solids control needs, the M-I SWACO portfolio of shakers and screens offers the 
perfect combination to meet them.

Choose the dual-motion MONGOOSE PRO† shaker which is engineered for operational fl exibility, 
or the MD-2† dual-deck shaker for high-capacity, high-effi ciency operations. In advanced 
applications such as wellbore strengthening material recovery, or for offshore operations, the 
compact high-capacity MD-3† triple-deck shaker is the ideal choice. 

Together with our patented DURAFLO† composite screen, our portfolio improves your solids control 
performance while reducing costs.

miswaco.com/solidscontrol

SHAKERS AND SCREENS

Solids Control

MONGOOSE PRO MD-2 MD-3

The current 
number of 
operational 
oil and gas 

rigs that 
Arabian Drilling 

Company 
manages

215

http://www.miswaco.com/solidscontrol
http://www.arabdrill.com
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ARABIAN DRILL ING COMPANYWireCo WorldGroup® is the world leader in 
manufacturing, engineering and distributing wire 
rope, assemblies, high tensile synthetic rope 
products and high-quality engineered products 
for oil and gas drilling, exploration, and subsea 
applications.  Our products meet the most 
exacting standards and our technical support is 
the best in the industry. We have manufacturing 
and distribution locations strategically located 
throughout the world.

Union, a WireCo WorldGroup brand, is the premier 
wire rope for drilling applications. We understand 
the oilfield market. Utilizing the latest metallurgical 
practices and unique design capabilities enables 
us to continue to innovate and provide the most 
cost effective line of oilfield ropes in the world. 

The World is Our Worksite.

www.WireCoWorldGroup.com
info@WireCoWorldGroup.com

a matter of increasing the rig count. In financial 
terms, the target for 2017 is to be more than $1.0 
billion. A strategy of this order calls for a radical 
transformation internally. There is nothing wrong 
with the systems and structures ADC has been 
operating with to date, he hastens to assert, 
on the contrary this is a strong business with 
excellent governance standards, which will only 
serve to make the modernisation programme 
he is leading more robust. “Right now we are 
creating what we are calling the ‘New ADC’. This 
involves overhauling the company’s structure, 
modernising our business systems, and 
getting our various functions from HR, training, 
supply chain, HSE, Technical and finance 
right through to the project and operations 
departments to work seamlessly together.”

A naming ceremony 

was organised on 8th 

June 2013 in Singapore 

at the time of delivery 

of ArabDrill-50 (AD50) 

from Keppel FELS 

shipyard Singapore. 

The ceremony was 

attended by Mr 

Mohamed Yousuf 

Rafie, Chairman, ADC’s 

Board of Directors and 

ADC Board Members.

http://www.wirecoworldgroup.com
http://www.arabdrill.com
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OFSAT ARABIA (L.L.C.), is a company exclusively 
geared to serve the oil industry and has specialised 
over the past three decades, in providing onshore rig 
moving services and general off-road transportation 
services.

Email            :    ofsatsa1@ofsatarabia.sa
Telephone   :    + 966 13 881 2111
Facsimilie     :    + 966 13 881 1991 
P.O.Box 6878,    Dammam 31452,  Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
P.O.Box 20074,  Al-Khobar 31952,  Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

At the heart of this transformation is the 
creating of a new IT department, tasked with the 
implementation of a new Enterprise Resource 
Planning (ERP) system. Till now ADC has 
worked with a JD Edwards legacy ERP platform 
that acted as a repository for all the data the 
company needed to make strategic and day-to-
day management systems. The problem was 
that obtaining the right information took time 
and involved a lot of manual input. Migrating to 
a new SAP system and replacing a number of 
different systems, some that were paper based, 
some that were automatically processed, with a 
single desktop system that will allow the company 
to streamline and speed up its operations.  
For example, in the past, buying supplies and 
equipment was often a slow, complicated process 

ADC has set a 

financial target for 

2017 to grow by more 

than $1.0 billion.

“Right now we 
are creating what 
wee call the new 
ADC ... overhauling 
the company’s 
structure”

–  Mr. Ihab Hussein 
Gueneid - Managing 
Director - Operations

http://www.ofsatarabia.sa
http://www.arabdrill.com
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Risk. Reinsurance.        
Human Resources.  
Empower Results®
Aon plc (NYSE:AON) is a leading global provider of risk 
management, insurance brokerage and reinsurance brokerage, and 
human resources solutions and outsourcing services. Through its 
more than 69,000 colleagues worldwide, with 300 employees in 12 
offices across the Middle East, Aon unites to empower results for 
clients in over 120 countries via innovative risk and people solutions. 
For further information on our capabilities and to learn how we 
empower results for clients, please visit: aon.mediaroom.com.

T +966 11 44 22 700
Follow Aon on Twitter: https://twitter.com/Aon_plc
Sign up for News Alerts: http://aon.mediaroom.com/index.php?s=58

that required a lot of people, a lot of paperwork, 
and many approvals. Under the new system 
employees can act as their own purchasing 
agents, placing orders directly through their 
PCs and receiving the goods they need much 
more quickly. At the same time, the use of a 
single system throughout the organisation 
enables it to consolidate purchases and gain 
greater volume discounts from its vendors.

The benefits of implementation of SAP will 
facilitate taking glitches out of the process and 
will be tangible, says Gueneid. “SAP will place as 
much integrated data, information and reporting 
at the fingertips of managers as they need to take 
decisions at the right time. In addition, SAP is 
becoming the industry standard throughout the oil 
and gas sector, which means that our business-

The benefits of 

implementation of 

SAP will facilitate 

taking glitches out of 

the process and will 

be tangible.

https://www.aon.co.za/
http://www.arabdrill.com
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Heavy Equipment Rental | Pipeline Construction | Rig Move | Real Estate | & More

tel: +966 13 868 2044/55/66

Bin Quraya has been servicing 
major clients such as Saudi Aramco 

since 1975, and subsequently extended its 
crane and heavy equipment rental activities 
to include SABIC, SCECO, international firms 

such as Shell and Weatherford, as well as 
major private sector industries and utility 

companies throughout Saudi Arabia 
and the Middle East.

‘SAP will enable 
us to make a lot 
of savings. The 
change will give us 
the ability to make 
decisions based 
on full data and 
sound information’

–  Mr. Ihab Hussein 
Gueneid - Managing 
Director - Operations

to-business communications will be a lot easier.”
The IT transformation has just been launched, 

having been approved by the board; over the 
next two years ADC will implement most of the 
SAP ERP modules and platforms, as it integrates 
and standardises all its legacy systems taking 
the company to the next level of technology 
leadership in the industry, he says. “What with 
training, and making sure the data is migrated 
without disrupting our day-to-day service 
and operations, we will be very busy – but it 
needs to be done if we are to grow as fast as 
we plan to.” It will, he concludes, change the 
entire application landscape of ADC. “SAP 
will enable us to make a lot of savings. The 
change will give us the ability to make decisions 
based on full data and sound information. It 

http://www.binquraya.com
http://www.arabdrill.com


Key Personnel 
Ihab Hussein Gueneid Managing Director – Operations

Born on December 5, 1956, in Cairo, Egypt, Managing 
Director Operation Ihab Hussein Gueneid with a dual 
nationality, Ihab joined Schlumberger on April 1985 as Wire 
Line field engineer in China, Egypt, Turkey and Qatar.

In 1991, TLC/CTL activity started in the Gulf Area and he was 
given the opportunity to be the TLC/CTL specialist for the Gulf 

region based in Qatar. Two years later, Ihab Gueneid continued to work for Wireline as Field 
Service Manager, Location Manager and then Account Manager based in Abu-Dhabi.

Since 1998, he held variety of positions for the Gulf region, he was Wire Line & Testing 
Technical Manager, became Drilling and Measurement Operation Manager in 2000.

At 2001 he is assigned as the Oil Field services Marketing Manager for East Africa& 
East Mediterranean region based in his home town, Cairo. In 2003 he moved 
back to the Gulf as region OFS Marketing Manager for the next four years.   

In mid-2007, Ihab Gueneid moved to Gatwick where he worked as Global Business 
Development Manager for Integrated Project Management HQ(IPM).

In early 2010, Schlumberger made a huge acquisition of SMITH International and 
Ihab Gueneid was assigned a challenged position as Area Vice President-Integration 
for the Middle East. After completing the SMITH International integration mission, 
he became Yemen OFS General Manager for a period of 2 years until May 2014 and 
since then he became Area Vice president and Managing Director-Operation for the 
Arabian Drilling Company, ADC, based in Saudi Arabia where he brought a wealth 
of experience in new technology, integrated solution and project management.

Ihab Gueneid graduated from Ain Shams University / Egypt in 1980 as Computer& 
Automatic control engineer, got his Master in Strategic management from 
France in 2003, and he is nearly finished a Petroleum Engineering Master from 
Heriot Watt [only theses missing], he has a degree in Project management, 
PMP, from Heriot watt-London in 2007 and He earn Project Management 
Expert title form the American Society of Project Management in 2014.

Married with 2 girls, he likes walking, drawing, reading Islamic 
history and spending time cooking with his family in Egypt.
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will facilitate a programme of automation.” 
The big difference he notices between running 

drilling company and oil services provider is that 
the drilling business is more capital intensive. 
A land rig can cost $50 million, an offshore 
rig $300 million, and each rig needs between 
80 and 110 people to run it. Down time is an 
anathema, and stacking, when rigs are idle for 
longer periods, waiting for a new contract is 
unthinkable. The good news is that firm contracts 
with Saudi Aramco and the expansion in the 
market keep ADC’s utilisation levels high.

ADC is headquartered at Khobar in conjunction, 
with the adjacent cities of Dammam and 
Dhahran form Saudi Arabia’s oil industry hub. 
The client finds it advantageous to spread the 
rig contracts across a dozen drilling contractors. 

A land rig can cost $50 

million, an offshore rig 

$300 million, and each 

rig needs between 80 

and 110 people to run it

http://www.arabdrill.com


Key Personnel 
Tawfeeq Al-Halal  General Manager – Administration

Born on June 12, 1976, in Al-Khobar, Saudi Arabia, General 
Manager Administration Tawfeeq Al-Halal joined Arabian 
Drilling Company (ADC) on March 1999 as Accountant.

With more than 15 years of experience in the Drilling industry, Tawfeeq Al-Halal was 
involved in various change initiatives and functions in ADC such as Finance, Auditing, 
Supply Chain, HR and Training. In 2001, Tawfeeq Al-Halal was given the opportunity to 
work with Schlumberger as Management Accountant in Saudi Arabia. Two years later, 
he began another challenge when he moved to ADC as Internal Auditor. In Early 2008, 
Tawfeeq Al-Halal was assigned a challenged position as Supply Chain Manager for a 
period of 3 years then Humane Resource Manager until January 2015 and since then he 
became General Manager Administration for ADC leading the structure changes of the 
company and introducing the latest business system to cope with the growth ADC plan.

Tawfeeq Al-Halal graduated from King Fahad University of Petroleum and Minerals, 
Saudi Arabia in December 1998 and got Certified as accountant public accountant 
from Saudi Organization for Certified Public Accountants (SOCPA) in 2002. 

Abdullah Radhwan  Deputy General Manager – Operations

It all began when Abdulla Radwan joined Arabian Drilling Company in July 
1992. His carrier started as a Trainee Engineer enrolled in the Technical 
Development Program and then promoted as an Operations Staff Engineer.

In 2000, through the special exposure program, Abdullah Radwan seconded to 
Schlumberger and started the challenged journey from Algeria, Dubai and finally 
Pakistan. Through the 4 and half years with Schlumberger, his skills in different 
managerial positions serving different clients such as BP, BHP, Anadarko, Shell 
and Sonatrach, made him look at the business from a different prospective.

A second journey started when Abdulla Radwan came back to Saudi Arabia with 
Khafji Joint Operations and then with Saudi Aramco. The challenges never stopped 
handling both Onshore and Offshore operations, HSE and Training Development.

Being exposed to Operations, HSE and Training Development he has 
shaped up his management skills dealing with challenging situations 
taking on spot decisions wisely serving company vision and mission.

Being currently the Deputy General Manager - Operations had changed 
his view on how drilling business should be run by working with a highly 
devoted strong team building Arabian Drilling Company future.
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ADC’s market share is currently 14 percent, 
putting it at the top of the field. However most of 
the competition relies heavily on management 
and labour brought in from other countries 
whereas 70 percent of the employees of ADC, 
as the only truly Saudi drilling company, are 
Saudi nationals. Perhaps surprisingly Saudi 
representation is even stronger at management 
level than in operations. Apart from Gueneid’s 
co-MD Saad Saab, the operations, HR, supply 
chain and training managers are all Saudis. This 
gives ADC an edge when dealing with Aramco. 
It is not just the language (most meetings in 
the sector are conducted in English) but more 
the understanding of the culture, and the fact 
that ADC staff are living locally and not always 
looking forward to their next ‘home’ leave!

This success is largely down to a determined 
recruitment and training programme over many 
years. The company’s training centre at Dhahran 
was one of the first in the sector and now is one 
of biggest drilling training centre in the country. 
As well as drilling students learn the important 
disciplines of well control, the core business of 

‘The company’s training centre at 
Dhahran was one of the first in the 
sector and is one of the biggest 
drilling training centre in the country’

Key Personnel
Saad Saab  Manager 

Director – Administration

The Journey started on May 
1972 when Saad Saab joined 
Arabian Drilling Company.   He 
started his career from the 
rig floor level on Rig AD-01 
as a Roustabout through 
the auspices of a special 
accelerated management 
development program.  Hence 
throughout his career he worked 
his way up to various Managerial 
Positions in Operations, HSE, 
Supply Chain and Human 
Resources in conjunction with 
Training.  During this time frame 
due to his exposure to various 
challenges and trials within the 
various organizational disciplines 
his management skills were 
broadened and honed.  Because 
of his understanding and 
thorough knowledge of the core 
business from the ground up he 
was promoted to a Managing 
Director Administration for ADC 
in 1996.  His team building and 
management skills contributed 
to ADC’s phenomenal growth 
from one drilling rig to operating 
32 drilling and workover 
rigs, on land and offshore 
throughout the economic 
cycles of the oil industry

http://www.arabdrill.com


A naming ceremony 

was organised on 8th 

June 2013 in Singapore 

at the time of delivery 

of ArabDrill-50 (AD50) 

from Keppel FELS 

shipyard Singapore. 

The ceremony was 

attended by Mr 

Mohamed Yousuf 

Rafie, Chairman, ADC’s 

Board of Directors and 

ADC Board Members.
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ThyssenKrupp Materials Oil & Gas

ThyssenKrupp Materials Oil & Gas is a global network of 
specialists dedicated to securing supply for customers and 
sub-suppliers from the Oil and Gas industry. The range of 
products includes semi- finished products from corrosion 
resistant alloys, such as nickel alloys and stainless steel, 
and drilling tools.

Strong local presence in the core markets of the oil and 
gas production, and additional usage of the global network 
and infrastructure of the ThyssenKrupp Business Area 
Materials Services, as enabler to offer customers global 
supply chain solutions. Furthermore in house metallurgical 
resources collaborate closely with customers, to find indi-
vidual technical solutions for future challenges. 

Products and Services
❙  Drilling tools
❙  Nickel alloys
❙  Stainless & low alloys

❙  Beryllium Copper (BeCu)
❙  Precision processing capabilities
❙  Global supply chain solutions

Global Solutions 
for the Oil & Gas 
Industry

Contacts:
www.thyssenkrupp-materials-oil-gas.com
oil-gas.materials@thyssenkrupp.com

We are a leading supplier in 
KSA of catering and support 
services to the remote sector 

catering&services@saudiacatering.com
www.saudiacatering.com

Global Best Practice
Local Management

ADC. Today, ADC‘s Dhahran Training Centre 
(DTC) is conducting more than 100 training 
courses. DTC has received accreditation for more 
than 30 training courses from IWCF, IADC and 
other international institutions such as OPITO. 

At the IADC and SPE-accredited facility, entry 
level students can learn the field skills they 
will need to do the job. A number of graduate 
students are recruited direct from King Fahd 
University of Petroleum and Minerals, also in 
Dhahran where in three years they complete 
an accelerated training programme which 
would take ten years for a candidate starting 
from scratch. Some of the more specialised 
training is delivered abroad, however basic 
skills, including ‘soft’ skills in administration, 
HR and the like, are all available in Dhahran.

http://www.thyssenkrupp-materials-oil-gas.com
http://www.saudiacatering.com
http://www.arabdrill.com
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Houston, Texas • www.pem-tech.com

Saudisation is one thing, but employing 
women is less of a national priority. Nevertheless 
Ihab Gueneid’s last job was in the conservative 
Yemen, where 60 percent of his office staff was 
females whose commitment and competence 
he particularly appreciated. “When I came here 
despite the high education level of Saudi women 
there were no women in the company: now we 
have 16 ladies working for us.” The first one is the 
MDs executive assistant, he says; the others all 
work very successfully in finance, supply chain 
and HR roles and the number is increasing.

Ihab will be retiring in few years from now, 
having laid the foundations for the next phase 
of one of Saudi Arabia’s most successful 

Company 
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businesses. He concludes by acknowledging the 
debt he owes to the acuity of ADC’s chairman 
Mohammad Yousuf Rafie and his the wisdom 
and the intuition of his colleague Saad Saab, 
who has been the backbone of ADC since he 
joined it as a roustabout. Saab will also be retiring 
soon, leaving an organisation in good hands 
and ready to take on the challenges presented 
by its second half century, and a new era in 
the Middle East oil phenomenon. Ali Hamid 
Al-Ghamdi will replace Saad Saab as MD for 
administration .He is a deeply experienced 
man. He brings with him more than 30 years 
of experience in the Oil & Gas drilling industry 
from Schlumberger and Saudi Aramco. 

DTC has received 

accreditation 

for more than 30 

training courses 

from IWCF, IADC and 

other international 

institutions such 

as OPITO

‘Ali Hamid Al-
Ghamdi brings with 
him more than 30 
years of experience 
in the Oil & Gas 
drilling industry 
from Schlumberger 
and Saudi Aramco.’

–  Mr. Ihab Hussein 
Gueneid - Managing 
Director - Operations
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